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OVERVIEW

Sag Harbor Advisors (SHA) is a new type of Registered Investment Advisor 
which only receives fees as a percentage of the return, and nothing else.  

SHA does not receive sales kickbacks from mutual funds, 529s, or other 3rd 
party investment products.   SHA founder and portfolio manager James M. Sanford 
is required to remain invested in the same portfolio for a significant portion of his 
liquid net worth. Personal account statements will be provided to clients at any 
time on request.  Other Financial Planners and RIAs often put clients in mutual 
funds that maximize commissions and fees, in the form of legal kickbacks from 
the mutual fund company. Are other advisors invested in the same portfolio 
which they recommend.
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The SHA portfolio consists of a long short equity strategy, focusing on long value/high 
dividend equities and fixed income instruments, over laid with a short portfolio of high 
multiple “fad” stocks.  Target annual returns are 10-15% with a focus on capital 
preservation in market declines. SHA targets flat to positive returns in periods of US 
equity index declines of over 5%. 

Portfolio is actively traded to manage alpha, and stay ahead of geo-political events. 
Large portfolio turnover in case of major political, economic, or monetary policy changes. 
	  

	


OVERVIEW (2)
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Current risk of the Federal Reserve ending 5 years of abnormally low interest rate 
environment and more recent Quantitative Easing program make a“buy and hold” or 
“long-only”strategy outdated and ill-advised. 

Political environment in Washington and the ongoing risk of continued Ratings Agency 
downgrades of US debt, Italian political paralysis, continued drift higher in European 
unemployment rates, and potential for Chinese property bubble collapse, make a “long 
only” portfolio of equities an obsolete investment strategy. SHA manages a short 
overlay portfolio of 20-50% of the long notional, depending on then prevailing market 
views. 

Coming liquidation of baby boomer generation holdings will counter the 
“great rotation” trade. 

GLOBAL RISK CONCERNS
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Sag Harbor Advisors achieved returns of 11% in 2011 and 24% in 2012, gross of fees, versus S&P 500 returns of  
2.11 and 16.00% respectively. Of the 1900+ Morningstar funds, only 10% beat the S&P in both 2011 and 2012. 
( WSJ , 1/11/13, “How to Find a Fund Manager Who Can Beat the Market” 

PERFORMANCE

Rate of Return is calculated using a money-
weighted formula.  It reflects the performance 
of the underlying investments including 
dividends, interest, and fees; as well as the 
size and timing of individual trades. 


S&P 500 INDEX
BARCLAYS U.S. AGGREGATE BOND INDEX
BARCLAYS U.S. 3 MONTH TREASURY DOW JONES 
INDUSTRIAL AVERAGE
NASDAQ COMPOSITE TOTAL RETURN INDEX

 

As Of 04/22/2013 
Annualized Returns RETURNS VS. BENCHMARKS 

YTD
7.02%


YTD 
11.82%
-0.20%
0.01%

13.50%
9.44%


1-Year
27.5%


1-Year

13.46%
3.12%
0.13%

11.51%
7.96%


3-Year
53.31*


3-Year

46.20%
17.26%
0.39%

47.57%
45.91%


5-Year
--


5-Year

27.29%
30.84%
2.14%

32.05%
46.50%


10-Year
--


10-Year
120.71%
63.02%
19.52%

129.99%
--



Annualized
Since Inception 6/20/10 
16.81%

*Cumulative 
Since Inception 6/20/10 
53.31%
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Background: 20 years of trading experience in a wide variety of products. In addition to 
equities, these range from equity derivatives, convertible bonds, high yield and 
corporate bonds, credit derivatives, and mortgage backed derivatives. Depth of 
institutional trading floor experience very rare among RIAs. 

• Fixed Income Experience: Broad depth of knowledge of credit and equity derivatives and corporate bonds often 
lacking among equity PMs. US markets are poised for a major asset rotation out of bonds, as a period of 
unprecedented low rates comes to an end, rendering Fixed Income experiences crucial.   

• Performance: Portfolio Manager has beaten S&P 500 index returns 2 years in a row, both 2011, and 2012, a feat 
accomplished by only 10% of the     1900+ Morningstar funds. ( source : WSJ 

• Fee structure. SHA receives only a portion of the return, 20%, as long as returns are north of 3%. There is no 
“wrap” or management fee.  No fees for returns under 3%

• PM invested in portfolio: Client mandate requires, for a portion equal to 80% or more of his liquid net worth. Mr 
Sanford will produce his account statement to clients at the opening presentation, or any time at their request. 

• PM an actual trader, not just an asset harvester:  Mr. Sanford doesn’t come from a fee gathering or administration 
background, and has worked on an institutional trading floor as well as an exchange floor for 21 years.    

DIFFERENTIATING FACTORS
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•  10-15% returns 

•  Capital preservation. Flat to mildly positive returns in down markets via short picks in higher beta stocks.

•  Target income from dividend stocks and fixed income vehicles 

•  Focus on value stocks

•  Contrarian view

•  No buy and hold  turn over portfolio aggressively 

•  Stay in front of current events in Europe,  US Budget talks, UST market technical. 

•  Efficient market hypothesis doesn’t hold. 

•  20-50% short overlay

•  Use up to 1.5/1 leverage if market views warrant. 

•  Use only financially strong custodian (currently using TD Ameritrade). Never hold portfolio margin accounts or 

domicile funds in small broker-dealers.

PORTFOLIO OBJECTIVES
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INVESTMENT PROCESS

•  Identify equities with SUSTAINABLE high dividends in the 5-9% range. 

•  Value stocks trading at low multiples due to irrational fund outflows. 

•  Identify short equity candidates at extreme multiples experiencing irrational fund inflows and unsustainable 

momentum

•  Short candidates that have already beat and raised estimated 5-7 times. Bar continually raised to unsustainable 

expectations

•  Avoid high fee mutual funds. Exposure can be achieved with low fee, liquid ETFs

•  Fixed income closed end funds trading below net asset value.

•  Preferred stocks with low duration.-Portfolio currently avoiding fixed income duration risk, but poised to act in 

market volatility. Fixed income  closed end funds overreact to sharp 10yr UST moves, and may be better rate 

plays than UST bonds themselves.  

•  Rely on sell side research as well as publicly available fee based internet research 

•  Idea sharing with former hedge fund clients and sell-side colleagues is key. 
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SAG HARBOR ADVISORSINVESTMENT PROCESS
EXAMPLE FRONTIER : CORP

• Ticker:	  FTR	  (NYSE)	  $4.23	  ,	  div	  yield	  9.46%	  	  

• 	  Market	  expectaDons	  overly	  negaDve,	  
dividend	  sustainable	  and	  not	  subject	  to	  
change.	  

• Dividend	  payout	  raDo	  41%,	  well	  under	  
company	  objecDve	  of	  50%	  	  

	  
• Company	  refinancing	  high	  yield	  debt,	  
lowering	  interest	  expense.	  	  

• Company	  can	  sustain	  dividend	  by	  reducing	  
debt	  buybacks,	  backing	  off	  target	  leverage	  
raDo	  fo	  2.5.	  	  Recent	  downgrades	  of	  high	  
yield	  analysts	  signal	  company	  willingness	  
to	  sacrifice	  target	  leverage	  raDo	  before	  
dividend	  
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INVESTMENT PROCESS EXAMPLE
AMAZON

•  Ticker: AMZN, $264.77, P/E 172x forward estimates 

•  Core business margins shrinking, facing threat of new entrants, EBAY 
and WMT.  A “logistics” business easily replicated by UPS or WMT, 
not an internet company.  Recent fee increases on retailers meeting 
stiff resistance.

•  Company touts “Cloud” as main growth driver.  Accounts for < 5% 
of revs. Division owns no unique technology or patents. Zero barriers 
to entry, faces GOOG, AAPL , Dropbox as competitors. 

•  Cloud prices have been cut 26x in last 24 months.   
(source: WSJ, 2/3/13 “ Tech Titans Clash in Cloud”)

•  Music, movie streaming crowded industries. AMZN lacks first mover 
advantage or significant client shelf space. 

•   Does AMZN own any monopoly technology?  Core business model is 
cutting prices, buying market share, like a “bull in a china shop” .

•  Large cap tech sector seeing momentum, retail-driven inflows, 
leading to irrational stock prices.  

•  AMZN will fail to leverage market share into high margins via 
increased pricing. Demand is elastic. 
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INVESTMENT PROCESS EXAMPLE
MORTGAGE REITs

•  Ticker: AGNC (NYSE)   $32.90,  
Dividend yield 15.2% 

•  Agency-only Mortgage REITs heavily 
misunderstood by income seeking 
high net worth clients.

•  Creates trading opportunities

•  No counter party risk to homeowner. 
Really a levered play on UST curve. 

•  End of QE3 potential positive, leading 
to steepness of curve, increase in Net 
Interest Spread. 

•  Current investment view: no increase 
in FED funds rates until mid 2015. 
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FEES/TRANSPARENCY

•  20% of return and nothing else.  No fees if returns are under 3% annualized.

•  T+1 liquidation. Clients may un-designate the RIA and take control of portfolio intraday, or request liquidation

•  Website client view at TD Ameritrade. 

•  Clients may move money fee-free in and out of portfolio account to a checking account

•  All funds domiciled at an entity independent of RIA. Current custodian TD Ameritrade

•  All administration done by TD, statements prepared independently

•  No RIA control over custody of funds, no preparation of returns, statements.

•  Audited returns calculated daily by Blueleaf.

•  PM invested in portfolio in an amount equal or greater to 80% of personal liquid net worth. Clients may access PMs 

account statement at any time. 
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BACKGROUND

JAMES M SANFORD, CFA, the Founder and Portfolio Manager of Sag Harbor Advisors 
has worked on Wall Street since 1991. Mr. Sanford, formerly a Managing Director, 
served as an Institutional Sales Trader to Hedge Fund clients for 18 years from 
1994-2012. The final 2 years of his banking career were spent at boutique firm 
Gleacher & Co, marketing high yield, investment grade,  distressed and subordinate  
corporate bonds as well as preferred stocks to hedge funds. Prior to that he spent 11 
years as a Managing Director at  Credit Suisse from 1999-2010 marketing credit 
derivatives and convertible bonds. From 2005-2007 Mr. Sanford managed a 6 person 
Hedge Fund Credit Sales team at Credit Suisse within the overall Credit Sales group 
and was the #1 US salesperson by revenue in 2007 and 2008. Mr Sanford performed 
a similar sales role at JP  Morgan from 1993-1999 on the JP Morgan Institutional 
Equity Derivative and Convertible Bond Group. His first job after graduating from 
Amherst College in 1991 was as a trading assistant for a Specialist firm on the 
American Stock Exchange from 1991-1993. Mr Sanford, who completed his 3 year 
CFAS program in 1998,  has a vast wide ranging product background, a rarity for 
RIAs and even most Equities Portfolio Managers. 

Please see his complete resume which is attached in Appendix A.
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DISCLAIMER

•  These materials are for discussion purposes only and do not constitute an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to purchase interests in any product or fund, which 
can only be made pursuant to an Offering Memorandum. The recipient of the materials is deemed to have agreed not to (i) reproduce or distribute these materials and 
(ii) disclose any information contained in these materials without the prior written consent of Sag Harbor Advisors..

•  The data and information used in the accompanying Analysis contained herein have been obtained from sources that Sag Harbor Advisors and/or its affiliates 
( “SHA”) believe to be reliable, subject to change without notice, its accuracy is not guaranteed, and it may not contain all material information concerning the 
securities which may be the subject of the analysis. Neither SHA nor its affiliates make any representation regarding, or assume responsibility or liability for, the 
accuracyor completeness of, or any errors or omissions in, any information that is part of the analysis. SHA may have relied upon certain quantitative and qualitative 
assumptions when preparing the analysis which may not be articulated as part of the analysis. The realization of the assumptions on which the analysis was based are 
subject to significant uncertainties, variability and contingencies and may change materially in response to small changes in the elements that comprise the 
assumptions, including the interaction of such elements. Furthermore, the assumptions on which the analysis was based may be necessarily arbitrary, may made as of 
the date of the analysis, do not necessarily reflect historical experience with respect to securities similar to those that may be the contained in the analysis, and does 
not constitute a precise prediction as to future events.

•  Because of the uncertainties and subjective judgments inherent in selecting the assumptions and on which the analysis was based and because future events and 
circumstances cannot be predicted, the actual results realized may differ materially from those projected in the Analysis. Nothing included in the analysis constitutes 
any representations or warranty by SHA as to future performance. No representation or warranty is made by SHAas to the reasonableness, accuracy or sufficiency of 
the assumptions upon which the analysis was based or as to any other financial information that is contained in the analysis, including the assumptions on which they 
were based. Members of the SHA shall not be liable for either (i) any errors or omissions made in disseminating the data or analysis contained herein or (ii) damages 
(incidental, consequential or otherwise) which may arise from your or any other party’s use of the data or analysis contained herein. The information that contained in 
the analysis should not be construed as financial, legal, investment, tax, or other advice. You ultimately must rely upon it’s own examination and professional 
advisors, including legal counsel and accountants as to the legal, economic, tax, regulatory, or accounting treatment, suitability, and other aspects of the analysis. SHA 
does not assume any responsibility for investment decisions. 

•   This document is for informational purposes and does not constitute  an offer to sell or buy any securities, and may not be relied upon in connection with any offer to 
sell or buy any securities


